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Expanding the idea of integration in architectural
education as a learning strategy instead of just
a question of content has the potential to better
prepare students for the profession. Integration is
a means of processing knowledge where the new
knowledge is organized in the short term memory, and the learner retrieves relevant knowledge
from the long term memory, then connections are
formed between the existing knowledge structure
and the new knowledge.1 This process, also called
active learning, allows for better recall, application,
adaptation, and expansion of these knowledge
structures.2
Active learning suggests that through the direct interaction with problems, neural connects are made,
higher levels of thought are achieved and methods
are internalized.3 In their book Changing Architectural Education: Towards a New Professionalism,
authors David Nicol and Simon Pilling emphasized
this learning method, explaining that students
make knowledge meaningful by “actively constructing and reconstructing information input—by
modifying, revising and extending it, relating ideas
to each other and what they already know—in an
effort to make personal sense of it.” 4 The design
studio environment and the pedagogical strategies
should reinforce this. Active learning requires the
knowledge of something and the ability to apply it.5
In the context of architectural education, integration processes, or active learning, is the way a student fosters their individual design approach. “For
designers, knowledge is experience and experience
facilitates the process of design.” 6 The need to
process and apply knowledge was recognized in the

Boyer Report, along with other architectural education studies. Authors Nicol and Pilling call for a “lifelong learning” approach to education. Architecture
is shifting and growing so rapidly that one cannot
keep up with all the knowledge content in the field.
Integration processes are an important key for approaching issues of specialization and globalization
in practice as well. The authors explain:
Students will need to acquire skills and attitudes
that are transferable across contexts and permit
continuous and lifelong learning. In this changing
context, architecture students do not just need to
learn about architecture and acquire design skills;
they must also learn how to learn, learn how to
manage and take responsibility for their own learning throughout life.7

Theories of active learning and the theme of “lifelong learning” support the need for integration processes in architectural education, as a method of
preparing students to become professionals. Because there is no specific set of goals to achieve it,
the studio model is not utilized to its full potential
as the center for integration processes.
Architectural education has been centered on some
version of the design studio environment as dictated
by early architecture schools such as the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts and the Bauhaus.8 It took the place of
the apprenticeship model and is intended to develop
a student into a professional. Students are taught
rigor in conceiving and carrying out a design concept while utilizing self-discipline to complete projects. Authors Ernest Boyer and Lee Mitgang define
the design studio as not only a place where student
work, but also a way of thinking about design that
ties together architectural curriculum.9 The Ameri-
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can Institute of Architects (AIA) has also defined the
activity of studio. The AIA’s Architects Handbook for
Professional Practice describes the intent:
Each studio project is a vehicle for investigating and
discussing design questions. In making their design
proposals, students are challenged to identify the key
issues, synthesize relative knowledge and experience, and consider how their proposed buildings and
places will be shaped, constructed, and inhabited. In
arriving at their proposals, students learn to make
decisions based on fact, rationale, and insight.10

Again, the potential of the design studio model depends on the ability of the students to integrate
related knowledge into a design proposal.
Architectural practice has become more specialized
in recent years. This increases the challenge for
preparing students for entering practice. Authors
Boyer and Mitgang state:
There is no single way of practicing architecture and
there should not be a homogeneous architectural
curriculum. Schools should not expect that all students will become licensed professionals, although
they must prepare students to be so if they choose
… An architectural education educates a student in
a way of thinking and trains a student in particular
techniques and practices.11

Utilizing integration as an educational strategy is
applicable to different studio types and firm types,
a direct response to modern practice.
The shift in priorities after World War II due to
booming population caused uncertainty through
the 1990’s for the future of architecture.12 A landmark study about the issues of inconsistency in the
discipline, by Ernest Boyer and Lee Mitgang, Building Community: A New Future for Architecture Education and Practice, was published in 1996. The
study, also known as the “Boyer Report,” explains
this time period:
We found, in short, a profession struggling both to fit
in, and if possible, to lead, within a social and economic context that in a number of crucial respects has
been dramatically altered. We also found a profession
whose faith in its own future has been shaken.13

As a whole, practice contended with market pressures and political agendas in order to turn a profit.
Architects had to address differences in expectations of architectural services, development of related industries and changes in technology. These

contemporary debates within the profession ultimately affect the quality of the built environment.
Architects who are active knowledge producers
will bring the expectations of the discipline more
closely into alignment, elevating the profession.14
Communication bringing clarity about the goals of
education and a decreased focus on the factual or
technical knowledge students possess would benefit both entities. The concern should not be about
what students learn, but instead how they learn.
The Boyer Report suggested integration processes
as a solution, stating “architectural education is really about fostering the learning habits needed for
the discovery, integration, application, and sharing
of knowledge over a lifetime.” 15 The rate of change
in architecture today requires a mental construct
that a student can learn, practice, and apply to future design projects.
Methods of integration as a learning process are
currently utilized in education, but determining
their success is a complex question due to the
amount of flexibility left to individual architecture
programs. The goal of this research is to find the
best practices in the areas of curriculum structure,
pedagogical goals in studios, and physical learning
environments that specifically support integration
processes.
METHODOLOGY
The research was conducted through field observation and interviews, as well as through comparing
statistical data. School visits to University of North
Carolina at Charlotte (UNCC); University of Tennessee, Knoxville (UTK); and North Carolina State
University (NCSU). UNCC studios were visited 4
times each while UTK and NCSU studios were each
visited for one studio class. Observing a second
year studio and a fifth year studio in a Bachelor
of Architecture degree program at each institution
offered a snapshot of early design work as well as
work of those close to entering practice as interns.
In advance of each visit, a rubric was completed
with general information about the program and its
curriculum structure, and a review of the course
syllabus was completed. During the visits, observations were recorded via hand-written notes, audio recordings, and photographs. Interviews were
conducted with two students from each studio and
with each observed instructor.
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Figure 1. The effectiveness of an architectural curriculum with regard to integration processes and preparing a student for
practice are difficult to measure and compare. One possible method of evaluation is through the Architect Registration
Examination (ARE) Pass Rates published by the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB). In a comparison
of the ARE Pass Rates to the models of curriculum, some educational programs fell consistently above or below national
average scores. Both of the models that were consistently above average were Type II models. A broader application of this
method could yield strong results in supporting which curriculum type more consistently produced licensed professionals.

The need to better understand and substantiate
the current differences in expectations for the content taught in collegiate education led to a survey
of architectural professionals. Those polled were
currently working in the field with a range of experience and graduated anywhere from less than
a year ago to 10+ years ago. This data revealed
that there were statistically significant differences
in expectations between those who worked prior
to graduation, those who had graduated more recently, and those who were participating in the Internship Development Program (IDP) process for
example.16 The expectations of practitioners also
vary from the architecture education standards set
forth by National Architecture Accrediting Board
(NAAB) and National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB). The survey yielded about
60 responses and a broadened application could
potentially help better pinpoint the differences in
expectations and aid in bringing a stronger connection between education and practice.

to demonstrate abstract skills somewhat unrelated
to issues of content. Realm B, “Integrated Building
Practices, Technical Skills and Knowledge” addresses the content topics that students should be able
to assimilate into a design project.18 This research
may be viewed as a response to how these “Realms”
might be achieved within any architecture program.

The NAAB provides a framework in education standards that allow for flexibility of individualized programs.17 The NAAB released the 2009 Conditions
for Accreditation in which the Student Performance
Criteria are structured into three “Realms.” Realm A,
entitled “Critical Thinking and Representation,” and
Realm C, “Leadership and Practice,” require students

Some hybrids between the first and second types
were found, where attempts at coordination both
across the same semester and in semester sequence
were made. The third type allowed proficiency to
occur in an area through coursework and followed
with a studio where the knowledge was applied.

CURRICULUM STRUCTURE
Curriculum structure provides the framework for
integration processes through a connected curriculum. 19 Curriculum was classified as one of three
types based on the way knowledge built up through
the course sequence. Type one curriculum coordinated courses across a single semester, integrating
parallel coursework into the design studio project.
The second type, the most common, included parallel and highly coordinated tracks through design
work, history and theory, and technology that are
not necessarily tied directly to the studio.
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A basic understanding of the curriculum types allowed for further investigation of what the successes might be. Curriculum with potential for integration processes to be better supported, was
evaluated through two methods: (1) the number of
chances to practice integrated design process, and
(2) whether parallel coursework is directly coordinated with a studio project. The ability to practice
this integration process in multiple design problems
reinforces the flexibility of the mental constructs
and the process of analyzing a design problem and
being able to apply knowledge to form a solution.20
The “comprehensive design” project promotes the
ability of the student to reach a detailed-level of
investigation in a design.21 Many of the “Realm
B” requirements are through documented student
work on these comprehensive design projects.22
This studio is important for allowing the student to
prove to his/herself that they can apply the skills
they have been taught in prior courses and incorporate it into a design, according to Professor Patrick Rand of NCSU.23
Support for the integration of knowledge and internalization across coursework is stronger when
parallel courses are coordinated as well.24 Professor John Nelson at UNCC coordinated his second
year studio with his students’ concurrent materials course. The students were permitted to utilize
materials in their designs only if they had covered
them in the materials course.
PEDAGOGICAL GOALS
The curriculum structure provides the framework,
and the activity of the individual studio lends more
support to integration processes. Criteria set forth
by course syllabi and the NAAB Student Performance Criteria the course aimed to meet were the
basis for analyzing the activity within the studio.
The following objectives are best practices based
on field observation to help focus pedagogical goals
on integration processes within the studio.
1. Fostering active learning and increased
self-guidance in the design process
In each observed studio, the structure of the problem was carefully balanced with the open-endedness. The students pursued an individual design
investigation that required seeking information and

incorporating it in their design within the curricular
framework and with the guidance of the instructor.
As discussed, active learning is the basis for integration processes.
The increased level of self-guidance in studio left
the responsibility with the student to take the initiative in developing an approach to a design problem. The second year studios were subject to strict
levels of instruction with fewer variables in order to
focus on the learning objectives of the studio. The
tightly scripted instruction focused heavily on development of a schematic design concept through
precedent study, formal analysis and site response.
Fifth year studio projects required a high
level of investigation but projects often varied
fundamentally by site and program within a
studio. The level of self-guidance and research in
these studios is comparable to that of a project in
practice. Both the Student Performance Criteria
and the course syllabi required fifth year students
to be proficient in design communication and
formation of concept, as well as carrying concept
through design development.
2. Forcing recall of knowledge gained in
prior or parallel coursework
At the second year level, students were held accountable for things they learned in foundation studios and
seminar courses. The interviewed faculty members
from all three institutions agreed that some students
naturally assimilate knowledge from outside or previous courses into their studio project. Others required
direction on recalling the information.
Some instructors were explicit in making these
connections across curriculum. The success of this
objective required awareness of prior and parallel
coursework on the part of the instructor. This was
achieved through communication between faculty
members at minimum, and in the examples of fifth
year at both UNCC and NCSU, through a direct coordination of coursework between faculty, as suggested by the best practices in curriculum.
3. Promotion of visual, verbal, and written
design communication
The success of the studio model hinges on the ability to communicate through design. This corre-
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sponds directly with learning theory. A study often
quoted about learning states:
Students retain 10 percent of what they read, 26
percent of what they hear, 30 percent of what they
see, 50 percent of what they see and hear, 70 percent of what they say, and 90 percent of what they
say as they do something.25

According to these statistics, studio learning that
includes physical creation of design artifacts combined with speaking about designs provides an effective vehicle for internalization of process. Consistency of thought among communication methods
supports integration processes.
Students learned to discuss design through hearing
their professor speak about it along with speaking to the instructor and to peers in Professor Matt
Hall’s second year studio at UTK. He facilitated
discussion among his students to encourage them
to become comfortable speaking about design.26
Verbal presentation skills develop in parallel with
design skills to strengthen design ability. Both verbal and visual skills must be satisfied in accordance
with the NAAB Student Performance Criteria.27
Students who are able to communicate through a
clear visual presentation in a formal jury illustrated
stronger internalization of design concept. For
example, a female student in a fifth year midterm
review at UNCC was able to verbalize her concept
in terms of her site and program research and
critics commented that it showed in her visual
presentation. A male student showed inconsistency
in his verbal ideas and the critics pointed to cues
in his visual presentation to guide his concept
forward.
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Both verbal and visual communication skills are vital to the success of an architect in practice. In
addition to these two methods, writing can bring
further clarity to an integrated design process. Architects often convey design ideas through writing
in practice. Written communication can bring further clarity and precision, reinforcing a process.
4. Bringing clarity and purpose to design
exercises
In the second year studios, a series of design exercises built upon one another to achieve specific
skill sets and knowledge. In order to connect these
exercises, John Nelson at UNCC and Jessica Johnson Moore of NCSU continually reminded students
how the current work informs the next assignment
or connects back to a previous assignment. Emphasizing an understanding of a studio problem in
a broader context, as opposed to a problem in isolation, supported future application of knowledge.
5. Promotion of integration of knowledge
through critique and evaluation
A common critique of the studio model is the objectivity of evaluation methods. Critiques happened
often in both informal and formal settings in field
observation. Evaluations brought clarity to what
has been learned and applied in a few examples.
A formal critique that included synthesis and reinforcement helped students to advance in their design process. Professor Matt Hall at UTK concluded
each review in his second year studio with commentary summarizing the jury response and giving further direction to the student. Synthesis may
also come after a formal critique in a private set-

Figure 2: Informal desk critiques and small group critiques occurred, reinforcing verbal and visual design communication.
These sessions helped guide students in advancing their design process through open discussions and through directed
examples in the form of research or precedent.
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ting. The fifth year students at NCSU participated
in individual meetings following their mid-semester
reviews. They discussed the comments received
with the professor, how to move forward, and their
personal strengths and weaknesses in the studio.
This time of reflection directed the work of the student for the second half of the semester.
Audio recordings provided a starting point for analyzing the communication between faculty and students in the studio setting. They allowed for measurement of lengths of time each party spoke during
formal review presentations and informal pin-ups.
The recordings showed that the structure of the
overall presentation sequence was dominated by the
comments from the jury.28 Students, other than the
presenter, never participated in the formal review.
6. Engaging professionals beyond the formal
review
Allowing the students to collaborate with professionals on a more equal level gave students a similar experience to that of working with a superior in
practice. The survey results showed that expectations of practitioners about education were not
aligned with the requirements set by the collateral
organizations. Involving professionals in education
gave them exposure to current education practice.
In David Thaddeus’ fifth year studio, county code
officials sat down with students to review their life
safety and accessibility strategies. The officials
commented on seeing the innovative designs in the
studio. Thaddeus also invited local professionals to
jury presentations, as did Matt Hall at UTK.
These six objectives begin to outline pedagogical
methods to support integration processes in design
studio. Though teaching methods vary, having
goals will bring a greater consistency to the success of the student in internalizing design process.
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS
Physical environments were studied through observation and photographs and were a subject of interview questions. Research revealed that architectural
education did not have the ideal space to facilitate integration processes. Author Ashraf Salama suggested that traditional studio space is not flexible enough
to accommodate these processes.29 The studio environment that best supports integration processes

Figure 3: DudaPaine in Durham, North Carolina modeled
their design process after that of Cesar Pelli. Regular
design reviews take place in this space with the design
team and firm principles. The space is flexible with tables
for working and storing models as well as pin-up space.
Those working in their desks adjacent to this space are
also exposed to the ideas from reviews and from design
artifacts.

focuses on visual access, support for technology, and
collaborative and communicative spaces.
Architecture firm offices were part of early case
studies with particular concern for how design
process and physical environment informed each
other. Firms such as LITTLE in Charlotte, NC and
DudaPaine in Durham, NC found that collaborative
spaces with visual access to projects and technological resources were most suitable.
Visual access to ongoing projects is important to the
consistency and strength of a design process. An
example of this was observed at UNCC where the
second year studio had a pin-up space that each
student kept updated. This is similar to the condition
found at DudaPaine, where adjacent to the studio
desks, there is a flexible workspace with models,
drawings, and renderings of current projects. This
solved one problem acknowledged by Professor Jessica Johnson Moore at NCSU who acknowledged
that the lack of wall/pin-up led her students to store
their previous drawings and forget to bring those
ideas forward in their projects because they cannot
visually reference them. This may have resulted in
a disjointed process for her students.
Providing flexible workspace for technological resources also aided in integration processes in studio
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in case studies chose a more open studio environment, similar to some educational studios.

Figure 4: The open studio, such as this on at NCSU, better
supports integration process through allowing visual and
auditory connection among peers and instructors. The
desks utilized by the upper level studios at UNCC are a
bad example due to high partitions that isolate students
and deprive them of studio activity.

spaces. Professor Patrick Rand at NCSU utilized an
external hard drive in his desk critique sessions to
show students precedent images. An example of
this in practice was also seen at LITTLE, where the
firm utilized a large open table for group workspace.
The employees worked on laptops to do training of
new software. Spaces that support computers and
projection would aid in collaboration utilizing software technology and exposure to visual ideas.
The goal of creating a collaborative and communicative space brings the studio to its full potential. According to some practitioners, the best
workspaces are open, though vertical partitions
between workspaces are still commonplace in architecture firms.30 Some progressive firms found

Support for knowledge integration as a learning
process is applicable to the architectural discipline
beyond collegiate education.31 A mapping of the
requirements for architectural licensure followed
the NAAB Student Performance Criteria to the Internship Development Program (IDP) training areas and through to the ARE testing topics. While
much of the content-related material set forth in
the NAAB Criteria was carried through to the ARE
Testing Topics, many of the Student Performance
Criteria related to application and skills were left
unaddressed.32 Continuing to foster active learning
through the internship, licensure and beyond would
strengthen the professional process.
Many architectural firms utilize educational programs. The programs often include lunchtime sessions that help professionals satisfy continuing education units for the AIA. These sessions, often in a
lecture format, are not the most effective means of
teaching. FreemanWhite in Charlotte, North Carolina has an award-winning education program in
their firm called the FreemanWhite Academy that
utilizes active learning methods.33 Another firm in
Charlotte, Neighboring Concepts, held critique sessions similar to those in studio to engage employees
in ongoing projects. These examples are the beginning of how ideas about integration processes could
extend to the profession to support lifelong learning.
The goal of creating a curricular framework that
allows for coursework to be integrated into studio projects, and to allow for the level of detail in
a comprehensive design project to be reinforced

Figure 5: Functionally, educational environments are progressing towards practice as computer-aided design becomes
more of a focus. The need for drafting boards that dominate workspaces, particularly in upper level studios will fade and
workspaces will be geared towards the use of technology.
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through subsequent projects will create a strong
framework for possibilities of integration processes.
Setting pedagogical goals for instructors will create
a baseline for integration processes in design studio. And finally, creating environments conducive
to integrative learning that respond to technology
and collaboration and are similar to progressive
practice offices will provide spaces where learning
can occur effectively. These three aspects support
the goal of bringing a greater clarity to architectural education through a focus on integration as a
means of processing knowledge.
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the survey data and the curriculum classification
methodologies would be extended.
32. The following criteria from the NAAB 2009
Conditions for Accreditation Student Performance
Criteria are not specifically addressed in either the IDP
training areas or the ARE testing topics:
A 1. Communication Skills			
A.2. Design Thinking Skills
A.3. Visual Communication Skills		
A.5. Investigative Skills
A.6. Fundamental Skills			
A.7. Use of Precedents
A.9. Historic Traditions and Global Culture
A.10. Cultural Diversity
A.11. Applied Research
C.1. Collaboration			
C.2. Human Behavior
C.3. Client Role in Architecture		
C.6. Leadership
C.8. Ethics and Professional Judgement
33. FreemanWhite received the AIA/CES Award for
Excellence (large firm) for their “strong continuing
education program that benefits all employees and
bolsters the bottom line.”
<http://www.aia.org/education/providers/AIAS076177>
The firm also received the North Carolina AIA Firm of the
Year award in 2005.
<http://www.prleap.com/pr/95003/>
FreemanWhite has been named “Best Places to Work” by
both the Charlotte Business Journal and Modern
Healthcare.
<http://www.freemanwhite.com/working-here/>

